Fluffy Ruffles

ONE STEP

By Geo. Hamilton Green

60

Sam Fox Pub. Co.

Cleveland

EUROPEAN REPRESENTATIVES: BOSWORTH & CO., LONDON
SING AND PLAY THESE "OPERASTYLE" SONG HITS

By The Writers

of "My Cairo Love"

"JEALOUS MOON"

Lyric by Harry D. Kerr
Music by J. S. Zamecnik

The song with the SWING that will RING and SING in your ears for days.

A tinkling, tuneful song with a captivating melody that "Gets" You

"MY PARADISE"

Lyric by Harry D. Kerr
Music by J. S. Zamecnik

A dreamy, bewitching melodious song of true operatic style—you will surely like it.

A song of love that lingers long after it has been heard.

The publishers list price of the above songs is 60 cents each, usual discount allowed—procure complete copies from your dealer.

"Operastyle" songs exclusively published by

SAM FOX PUBLISHING CO., Cleveland, Ohio, U. S. A.

EUROPEAN REPRESENTATIVES: BOSWORTH & CO., LONDON, ENGLAND.
MY CAIRO LOVE

(AN EGYPTIAN SERENADE)
ANOTHER "OPERASTYLE" SONG SUCCESS

THE ORIENTAL SONG YOU HEAR EVERYWHERE
IT HAS THAT GENUINE ORIENTAL FLAVOR
WITH AN IRRESISTIBLE HAUNTING MELODY

Lyric by
HARRY D. KERR
Author of
"JEALOUS MOON"
"MY PARADISE"

Music by
J. S. ZAMECNIK
Composer of
"JEALOUS MOON"
"MY PARADISE"

PUBLISHER'S LIST PRICE, 60 CENTS (USUAL DISCOUNT). YOUR DEALER CAN SUPPLY YOU.
"OPERASTYLE" SONGS EXCLUSIVELY PUBLISHED BY
SAM FOX PUBLISHING CO., CLEVELAND, OHIO, U. S. A.
EUROPEAN REPRESENTATIVES --- BOSWORTH & CO., LONDON, ENGLAND